Developing methods for integrating knowledge
into machine learning

Challenge and Goal
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based AI processes have another weakness: they are
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Approach

In the project KI Wissen the following types of knowledge are examined: mathematical-physical knowledge
as well as world and expert knowledge. The consideration of these knowledge types as well as the
identification and formalisation of relevant knowledge
is the first necessary step for the intended use within

•
•
•

functions
Development of evaluated approaches for
knowledge-based training of AI components
Development of learning techniques for training
reduction and performance improvement
Creation of an ecosystem for knowledge as a basis

the project. Thereupon, methods for the integration

for efficient training and the safeguarding of

of formalised knowledge into an AI, the extraction of

AI components based on formalised knowledge

learned knowledge from an AI, and the plausibility
check of AI decisions with respect to existing knowledge will be developed. The approaches developed in

Technical innovations:

•

Development of reusable qualified and formalised

the project will be evaluated and demonstrated on

modules for application, safeguarding, and network

the basis of three defined use cases. Specifically, the

knowledge (e.g., formalised road traffic regulations

following core scientific and technical innovations will

with exceptions)

be addressed:

•

Creation of a tool kit of formalised knowledge and
corresponding AI methods for companies and

Scientific innovations:

•

Development of approaches to identify and formalise relevant domain knowledge for L3 to L5 driving

•

research
Creation of demonstrators with knowledge-based
AI components
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